Introduction
Let V be a subvariety of a domain D in C^. The end of V, denoted bV, is the set V\V contained in the boundary bD of D. The terminology is due to GLOBEVNIK and STOUT, who studied the notion in a series of papers [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . Here we shall consider one-dimensional subvarieties, in strictly pseudoconvex domains, whose ends essentially have locally finite one-dimensional Hausdorff measure (which we shall refer to as "linear measure" and denote by H 1 ). Our first result concerns the general question of uniqueness. Given two irreducible subvarieties V\ and V^ of D, we want to conclude that V\ = Vp rovided that bV\ H bVz is, in some sense, sufficiently large. GLOBEVNIK and STOUT [13] showed that if D is the unit ball in C 2 and each of the subvarieties is the image of the unit disc under a proper holomorphic map and each end is a rectifiable Jordan curve, then the two subvarieties coincide, provided that the two ends meet in a set of positive linear measure.
We shall not require that our varieties be parameterized by the unit disk or that their ends be anywhere arc-like. We do however need a topological assumption of local connectedness. Recall that a continuum is, by definition, a compact connected set of more than one point. To formulate our assumptions, we define the subset aV of bV as the set of points p in bV for which there exists a continuum X of finite linear measure contained in bV such that X is a (compact) neighborhood of p in bV. If X is a continuum of finite linear measure in J?^, then, by a theorem of BESICOVITCH [7] , X is arcwise connected and is a disjoint union of a countable set of rectifiable Jordan arcs and a set of linear measure zero; moreover, X is locally connected, which can easily be proved directly or by using a result of EILENBERG and HARROLD [6] to the effect that X is the continuous image of the unit interval. Consequently, we can alternatively describe aV as the set of points p of bV such that (i) bV has locally finite linear measure at p and (ii) bV is locally connected at p. In particular, aV is an open, sigma-compact subset of bV and is a countable union of continua of finite linear measure. We have the following uniqueness result : We should note that some sort of convexity condition is needed for this result; in our case, the subvarieties are both contained in a strictly pseudoconvex domain. GLOBEVNIK and STOUT [13, Example 14] have indicated how the conclusion may otherwise fail, even if the ends are infinitely differentiable Jordan curves. Globevnik and Stout's proof of uniqueness is restricted to C 2 because it is based on a result of BERNTDSSON [4] which does not hold in higher dimensions. The different method used here is to find "good" projections : to do this, we need to consider the tangents to bV at points of aV ; these exist 7Y 1 a.e. on aV. In the case that bV is a C 2 Jordan curve in the boundary of the unit ball, FORSTNERIC [10] has shown that the tangents to bV never lie in the complex tangential subspace of the tangent space to the unit sphere. It turns out that the existence of good projections is closely related to the existence of tangents which are not complex tangential to the boundary of the domain. FORSTNERIC's result, however, may fail if bV is only C 1 , as was observed by ROSAY [18] . That is, in the C 1 case, tangents to the curve may be complex tangential to bD. Nevertheless, the next result provides, in a quite general case, lots of tangents which are not complex tangential. For the proof we note that, by [1] and [2], F \ F is either empty or is an irreducible one-dimensional subvariety of D whose end is exactly F. THEOREM 2 rules out the latter. The corollary is false if the Jordan curve is replaced by a continuum X of finite linear measure, even if X is a union of two real analytic curves; the reason being that the part of the polynomial hull of X inside D may be a non-empty subvariety whose end is a proper subset of X.
According to a classical result of F. and M. RIESZ [17] , if J is a Jordan domain in the plane whose boundary bJ is a rectifiable Jordan curve, then harmonic measure on bJ (for some interior point of J) and arc length measure on bJ are mutually absolutely continuous measures. Part (a) of our next result can be viewed as a generalization to C n . A different formulation of the Riesz theorem, as, for example, given by GAMELIN [11, p. 45] , involves annihilating ("orthogonal") measures. This relates to part (b) in our setting. The proof uses the "abstract" F. and M. RIESZ theorem [11] . Here A(V) denotes the algebra of functions continuous on V and holomorphic on V. We briefly introduce harmonic measure for V below, in the usual way.
Our last results concern the accessibility of points on the boundary. Let V be an irreducible subvariety of a domain D. We say that a point p of bV is accessible from V it there is a real curve in V which approaches p asymptotically. Not every point of bV need be accessible : we shall give an example when D is the unit ball and V is a properly imbedded disk. However, we shall show that at every point of bV at which bV locally has finite linear measure, is accessible. The question of non-tangential accessibility is more subtle. We say that p is non-tangentially accessible from V if there exists a real curve in V which approaches p asymptotically and which approaches bD non-tangentially. Results on non-tangential accessibility for the case of holomorphic images of the unit disk were obtained by GLOBEVNIK and STOUT [13, Thm 9] . Here is an outline of what follows : in section 1 we consider projections to a real line of a continuum in IR 71 of finite linear measure. We show that if the continuum is regular and has a tangent line at a point, then the projection of the continuum to a line not orthogonal to the tangent line is close to being one-one, in an appropriate measure theoretic sense. We apply this to a complexified projection in section 2 to prove THEOREM 2. THEOREM 1 is proved in section 3. We discuss harmonic measure and prove THEOREM 3 in section 4. We finish with a result on accessibility and a proof of THEOREM 4 in section 5. 
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We next show that a continuum X in R" of finite linear measure has a tangent 7Y 1 a.e. in a strong sense. Namely, in the sense that the tangent cone reduces to a line. For x G M" and a a unit vector in W 1 and 0 < e < JTT we define the cone (two-sided) at x in direction a and opening e to be S(x, a.e) = [y e R" : \(y -x,a}\ > cose-\\y -x\\^.
We shall say that a is a weak tangent to X at a; if
for all £ > 0. According to [7] , a continuum X of finite linear measure has a weak tangent at H 1 a.e. points of X. In fact, in [7] , the word "weak" is omitted. We shall reserve the word tangent for a stronger notion. We shall say that a is a tangent of X at x if there exists a 60 such that X U B(x, r) C S(x, a, e) if r < 60 =-6o(e). Proof. -By a theorem of BESICOVITCH (see [7] ), X is the disjoint union of a countable set of open rectifiable Jordan arcs {J/J and a set Z 
\Y(t)-Y(to)\\dt^O.
to-h to+h
This is the usual Banach indicatrix; see [8, Thm 2.10.13].
Proof. -We may assume that to = 0 and that po = 0 G M^. Let £ > 0. We claim 
(tn)/tn -^ u'(Q) = T). But \u(tn)/tn\ = Xn/tn < r]/(l + £)
. This is a contradiction; (2) follows.
By Remark (7) we have
Let E' be the complement of E in R. If 6 is sufficiently small, n(x) > 1 on (-(5, 6) and so n(.r) > 1 + \a'{x) on (-^ (5), where \ is the characteristic function. From (3) we get
6-^0 -" c)
As e is arbitrary, (i) follows. Remark. -X is regular at po? means, by definition, that
Since X is a continuum of finite linear measure, it is regular at H 1 almost all of its points [7] . Also it follows easily from (a) and Lemma 1 that r is regular at po.
Proof. -We define E, as in PROPOSITION 2, as the set where 7T|r has multiplicity one. By PROPOSITION 2, E has 0 as a point of density and therefore its complement E' has density 0 at 0. Let C = 7r(X \ F). If 6 is sufficiently small, 7r(X) 3 (-^, <5), and then
. We need to show that A' has density 0 at 0. It suffices to show that C has density 0 at 0.
Let rj = (7'(to),e) ; rj ^ 0 by (d). We may assume T] > 0. Let e > 0. Then we claim that there exists 60 > 0 such that if 0 < 6 < 60, then
Suppose not! Then there exist 6n [ 0 and Xn e 7r{X \ F) D (-^n, 6n) but xn i 7r((x \ r) n B(po, (i + ^nA?))-
By (e), p* = po. Now, by (a) and (b), 7'(to) is the tangent'to X at po-Since pn -^ po, some subsequence of (pn -po)/\\Pn -Poll -> ±7'(to)-We may assume this is the case for the original sequence. Hence
This is a contradiction and we conclude that (5) holds. From (5) we get
and thereforê
Since X and F are both regular at po, each of the two quotients in square brackets converges to 1 as 6 -^ 0. Hence C has density 0 at 0. We shall prove these lemmas after proving THEOREM 2.
2.2. -We prove THEOREM 2 by contradiction and suppose that the tangent to aV, which exists 7~i 1 a.e. on aV, is complex tangential to bD on a set of positive 1-i 1 measure. We claim then that there exists po G aV, a continuum X C aV which is a neighborhood of po in aV and witĥ (X) < oo, a Jordan arc I\ po C F C X such that 7 : (a, b) -^ C 71 parametrizes r by arclength, 7(^0) = Po^ and a compact set E C r such that the tangent to a aV exists at each point of E and is complex tangential to bD, H^^E) > 0, and that (a)-(e) of PROPOSITION 3 hold with e = 7 / (^o) and such that to is a point of density of T = 7 -l (£'). To see this, we use the fact that aV has a tangent and is regular 7-^1 a.e. and the fact that aV is a countable union of Jordan arcs and a null set to TOME 120 -1992 -?4 get a po and a F satisfying (a), (b) and (c) with aV in place of X, (d) and the statement on T. Then choose X as a sufficiently small neighborhood of po m ^^? using (b) to achieve (e). Here we view C^ as being M 27 ' 1 , the real inner product (•, •) being the real part of the Hermitian inner product (•,•}. In particular, we have the complex projection g : C^ -^ C given by g(p) = (p -po,e) and satisfying 7r(p) = Re(^(p)). Finally we can replace F by a subarc to have r C X. As before we have u : (a, b) -^ R given by u(t} = 7r^(t)) = Re{g(^{t))).
Since e = 7' (to) is the tangent to X at po by (a) and (b), if 60 > 0 is sufficiently small, Since aV U B(poA) -X H B(po^o) C ^(po, e, g^).
9(s(p^e^ g7r)) C {A C C : |ImA| ^ -|ReA|} we get (6) ^(X n B(poA)) C {A e C : |ImA| < -|ReA|}.
For 0 < 6 < 60, consider W = VC}B{pQ, 6), a subvariety oiB(po, 6)F}D. Then bW C (XHB(po^)) U {bB(po,6)nV), and
Since {p e V : ^(p) = 0} is discrete and countable (otherwise g = 0 on V and so g = 0 on F C &y and so u = 0, contradictinĝ
by (d)) we may choose 6 so that 0 ^ g(bB(po^ 6) D V). From (6) and (e) we conclude that ^(O) n W = {po} and that 0 ^ g[bB(pQ,6) H F). Hence for p > 0 sufficiently small 0^n^(^(po,<5)ny)=0
where Qp = ^\ e C : [ReA| < p and |ImA| < p\.
Again from (6) we havê (xnB(po,^))n{AeC: |ReA|<p} CQ,.
By PROPOSITION 2, u(T) has 0 as a point of density and by PROPOSI-TION 3, the set A defined there has 0 as a point of density. Set Ai =Anu(r)n(-p,^). We claim that it is not true that mi = m = m^. Suppose it were true! Then g-\\^ n W = [p^p^... ,j^}. Choose m + 1 disjoint neighborhoods N ; TVi, N^,..., A^ of ^ ; pi ^ ..., Pn respectively in C 71 . Then g{W H A^-) is a neighborhood of A., for j = 1,2,..., m. Sincê l^-^^Qniy has multiplicity m = rrij over 0^ we conclude that g{W H A^) is disjoint from f2i U ^2. Since ^i U ^2 contains, for each x' e Ai, (^/ \ {Aa;/}) n Q^, it follows that the open set g(W H A^) is disjoint from 4/ n Qp for x' e Ai. We can take 7v of the form B{p^,e) C B(po,6). Arguing, as above, that {p G V : ^(p) = A^} is discrete, we get that e can be chosen so that ( 7 ) ^^g{bB(p^e)nv).
(We use the fact that g-\\^ n X = {p^}, since x e Ai_) By (7) we can choose a small open rectangle R about A,, with J? disjoint from g(bB{p^, e) n V). We can take R C Q, of the form (x^x^ x (y^ y^) where -a < x^ < x < x-2 < a, ^1,3:2 e Ai, -a < ^/i < ^ < ^ < a. It is standard that F is a well-defined bounded holomorphic function on f^i. Let n equal to the component of f^i D Q^. which contains [-a, a} x {a} in its closure. Then bfl C bQa U g(X) and so T^^) < oo. Also cj C &n and 7a; C ^ for a; G Ai. Fix \x e cc;. We have seen that some 7J -> px ^ E. Hence /(w) ^ 0 as w G 7^ ^ px, since /(^) = 0. It follows that F(A) -^ 0 as A e ^ -^ V By LEMMA 3, F = 0. But / ^ 0 on V implies F ^ 0 on ^2. This is a contradiction. THEOREM 2 follows.
2.3.
-We shall deduce LEMMA 2 from a theorem of DAVIE and 0KSENDAL [5] ; the case when F is smooth and E a subarc was already noted in [5] . Following the notation of [5] , we write T(^) for the complex tangent space to bD at ( € bD and L(() for its orthogonal complement in the (real) tangent space to bD at C. Also if S is a real linear subspace of C 
Let e > 0 and set T] = mm^e, e /' (W 1 (E))). For each ^ G E, choose an interval J as above such that d^^s)(J)
< rj • diam(J) and also such that diam(J) < rj and J C W. Let JI^J^^'-'^JN be a finite subcover of E with Ci? €25 • • • ? CA^ the corresponding points. Write d^^k) for d^^\{Jk) and similarly dr^k). By discarding some J^'s, without changing their union, we may assume that no point belongs to more than two J^s; hencê
n\Jk) < m\w) < m\E).
Therefore ^diam(Jk) < 47^(E).
Finally we get (i) ]>^dr(A;) 2 < rj^drW < T^diam^) < ^H^E) < e, and (ii) ^dL(k) ^ T^diamJ/, < 4.r]H\E) ^ e.
The lemma now follows from Theorem 1 of [5] .
Proof of lemma 3.
-Let '0 : U -> ^t be a Riemann map. Recall [3] that ^ extends to be a continuous map of bU onto ^. Set G^i = ^-1^) C ^ and Fi = F o ^ in H°°(U). Let F^* denote the a.e. defined radial limit of F\ on bU'. Set N = [e 10 : Fi*(e^) exists and equals ol.
We claim that ^(N H 0:1) = cj. Let 2; G ^ and set a^ = '0~1 o o-^. Then ?^ is a path in £/. Its cluster set on bU is connected, hence is a 3.1. -We can now use PROPOSITION 3 with THEOREM 2 to prove THEOREM 1. It will be convenient to assume henceforth that D is strictly convex. This is justified by the imbedding theorem of FORNAESS [9] and HENKIN [16] . Let N{p) be the outward unit normal vector to bD at p G bD. The next lemma describes the nice projections which will be used to prove the remaining theorems. As above, we write Qa = {A e C : [ReA| < a, |ImA[ < a}. 
(c) L :== g{X) U bQ^ is connected and if^i is the component ofC\L containing (-a, a) x (jor,a), and W := g~1^) H V, then g : W -^ ^ is a homeomorphism, ^ is simply connected and H
1^) < oo.
(d) LetB=An7r(E)n(-a,a). For x e B, g(X) n4 HQ, is a single point \^ = x + iv^ e bfl, and g~l(Xx) U V is a single point p^ e E C aV. Lei ^ be the segment {x + iy : ^ < y < a}. Then g~1^) U W is a Jordan curve in W which approahces px asymptotically. The set
is a Borel subset ofbfl and H 1^) > 0.
Proof. -Since ^(O)^!) = {po}, and since X is a neighborhood ofpo in bV, (a) holds for small a. LEMMA 4 gives (b) for small a. For (c) we note first that L is connected if g(X) and bQ^ are not disjoint, which is true for small a. Then by (a) and (b) L is disjoint from (-cr, a) x ( 1 -a, a) for small a. Clearly then ^ is a simply connected domain and b^i C \ and so ^(b^) < H^L) < oo. Then g : W -^ ^ is a proper map and so is a branched cover of multiplicity m > 0. We must show that m = 1.
Suppose that m = 0. Fix x^, x^ e B with -a < x^ < 0 < x^ < a. Let W = g-^Q^nV. Since po ^ bV, there exists q G W such that g(q) e Q°, and o-i < Reg(q) < x^. Let W" be the component of W which contains q. Since m = 0, g(W") does not meet ^ and therefore g^W") does not meet 4 n Q^ for x € B. Set R = (x^x^) x (-cr,a). Then g(W") does not meet bR but does meet R. Hence, by connectness, g(W") C R. Since bW 11 C XUg-^bQ^), it follows that bW" C X. Hence W" is a subvariety of D and W C V. This implies W = V, a contradiction if a is small. (c) oV\ U aV2 is regular at p.
(d) the tangent to aV\ LJ aV^ at p is not complex tangential to bD.
Proof. -It suffices to show that each of these conditions hold 7Y 1 a.e. on FI D LS. Part (a) follows from the fact that almost every point of (aj, bj) is a Lebesgue point of 7^ and almost every point of Tj is a point of density of Tj.
At each point of aV\ D aV^ the set aV\ LJ aV^ is locally connected and has a neighborhood of finite linear measure. Hence PROPOSITION 1 implies that (b) holds a.e. on Fi H F^. Likewise for (c) because continua of finite linear measure are regular 7^1 a.e. Finally, THEOREM 2 gives (d). Now fix PQ e FI nr2 such that (a)-(d) of LEMMA 6 hold at po. Let X be a compact connected neighborhood ofpo m ^Vi U ^^2 with ^{X) < oo. Set tj = 77 1 (po), . 7 = 1,2. Then aVi, al^Fi, I^ and X all have the same tangent at po ^d this tangent is not complex tangential to bD at PQ ; the tangent is 7^1) = 72(^2)5 with a possible change of orientation of 72. We set e = iN^po) as usual. We can now apply PROPOSITION 3 to X and T\ and to the set A defined there to conclude that 0 is a point of density of A. Similarly, we apply PROPOSITION 2 to Pi and T^ to obtain that 0 is a point of density of 7r(Pi D ?2); we note that in PROPOSITION 2, for u := 71-071, u(T\) = 7r(PinP2). Hence 0 is a point of density ofAD7r(i?) where we have set E := Pi D P2.
We can now apply LEMMA 5 twice. First to V\ and X and then to V-2 and X. We conclude that if a-> 0 is sufficiently small, then g : Wj -> f^ is a homeomorphism for j = 1 and 2, with Wj = g~1^) H Vj. We claim that TVi = W^. This implies that V\ = Vz and completes the proof of THEOREM 1. Suppose not! Then there exists Ao G f2 such that w^ -^ w^ where w^ = ^"^Ao) H Wj. Choose a polynomial / such that /(w^) 7^ /(^D-Define a function F on f^ by Proof. -First, since jJip{F) = 0, there exists a pointwise increasing sequence of continuous real-valued functions {un} on bV such that Un > n on F, 1 ^ Un on bV', and f Und^p < 2 for all n. Let h be the limit of the increasing sequence Un. Since Un(p) < 2, /i(p) < 2 and therefore, by Harnack, h is continuous and finite on V and r*(/z,) is harmonic on V. The limit statement follows from the fact that, a.sz^V-^(^^F,
Also 1 < Un on bV implies 1 ^ h on V. Let kf denote the horizontal line {A G C : ImA = t} for t e M. Set n{t) = #{p G bV : g(p) 6 h}. Then, since ^(AQ < oo, f^n(t)dt < oo and, in particular, n(t} is finite a.e. for 0 < t < c. Choose 6n [ 0, 6n < c such that n(6n) is finite and such that kg^ contains no singular values of g\v for all n. Set Vn = yn^'^A € C : ImA < 6n}. Then Vn is non-empty for each n, since po e bV.
We claim that Vn, a subvariety of {p £ C^ : lmg(p) < 6n} H 1^, has a finite number of components. Indeed the finite set Fn = g(bV)r\k §^ C kgd ivides k^^ into a finite set of line segments {7} such that g~l( / J) H V is again a finite union of disjoint arcs {a}, each mapped homeomorphically to 7 by g. This is because g : V H ^^(f^) -^ ^ is a branced cover for each component ^ of C \ g(bV) and there is no branching over kg^. Each a is contained in the closure of one and only one component of Vn. Also each component of Vn is such that any of its points can be joined to qo by a path a in V. By connectedness, the path a, which can be chosen to avoid the finite set V F\ g~l(Fn), must meet one of the a's. Consequently the closure of the component meets and therefore must contain one of the a's. Thus the number of components of Vn is at most the number of a's. 1 almost all points po G aV will suffice. Then, taking E as a compact neighborhood of po in aV, the argument of THEOREM 3 shows that the conclusion of LEMMA 5 holds for a sufficiently small, where g{p) = (p -po, e) and e = iN(po). Assuming the lemma, say [[^(A)]! < M for A e ^2, we shall complete the proof of THEOREM 4. We know that it G ^ for 0 < t < a. Define the curve 7 in V by ^(t) = 5 r-l (^) G V for 0 < t < a-. Then 7 -^ po as t [ 0. To see that 7 approaches po non-tangentially, write Then bD is exterior to this ball and therefore \\Wn -(po -6N(po)} || 2 ^ 6 2 . Writing Wn =po+Ane+w^, {e,w^) = 0, we get 6 2 < \\n -^| 2 + ||^|| 2 . Setting \n = Sn + ^n we get (8) ^^(lAn'+KJI 2 ).
Since the unit tangent r to bV at po 1^ not complex tangential to bD^ we have r == ae + WQ where 0 < a < 1. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that {wn -Po)/\\Wn "Poll -^ ae -{-WQ. Taking the inner product with e yields^A^+ Since the quotient in brackets converges to 1/(2 2 , we get a C > 0 such that tn < Cs^ for all n. Now we have ? M a.e. on bU and therefore ^ is a bounded holomorphic function on U. Hence ^ is bounded on f2. 
